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transvey himself into the object. He easily givesyumself
to the world about him, and in a form necessarily compre-
hensible and, therefore, acceptable to his world. The?
form is, as a rule, pleasing, but, in any case, intelligible,
even when it is unpleasing. For, as a result of his quick
reaction and discharge, both valuable and worthless
contents will be transveyed into the object, winning
manners hand-inrhand with forbidding thoughts and
affects. But from this quick unloading and transference
there is less elaboration of his contents, which are, there-
fore, easy to understand; so that, even from the mere
fleeting apposition of immediate expressions, a shifting
succession of images is produced which clearly present to
the public eye the ways and means by which the in-
vestigator has attained his result,
The introvert, on the other hand, who reacts almost
entirely within, does not, as a rule, divest himself of his
reactions, (Affect-explosions excepted). He suppresses
his reactions, which, however, can be just as quick as those
of the extravert They do not play on the surface—hence
the introvert may easily give the impression of slowness.
Since immediate reactions are always strongly personal,
the extravert cannot choose but exhibit his personality.
The introvert, on the other hand, hides his personality,
because he suppresses his immediate reactions. ' Feeling-
into' is not his aim, nor the transference of his contents
into the object, but rather abstraction from the object
Hence, instead of immediately divesting himself of his
reactions, he prefers to make a long internal elaboration
of them, before finally bringing forth a prepared result.
His constant effort is to free his result, as far as possible,
from personal elements, to present it clearly differentiated
from every personal relation. His contents, the matured
fruit of prolonged inner labour, emerge into the outer
world in the most completely abstracted and depersonalized

